NATUR is an oiled, waxed finish by L'ANTIC COLONIAL. It is made primarily of carefully selected natural oils and waxes, like sunflower oil, thistle oil or carnauba wax, which all easily meet today’s environmental and health requirements. It also offers other additional benefits:

- The oils penetrate deep into the wood, impregnating it throughout.
- The wax enhances and protects the surface, conserving the wood’s natural shine, bringing out the beauty of its natural grain, and adding intensity and colour.
- Numerous sanding, polishing and satinating procedures give the surface a silky matt appearance.
- A Natur oiled/wax finish is resistant to the chemicals in household detergents and it prevents the build-up of static electricity.

NATUR PLUS is a wood protector formulated with linseed oil, mineral substances and carnauba wax, ingredients used for centuries. With L’Antic Colonial’s wood flooring in a NATUR PLUS finish, the oil dries slowly in contact with the air, penetrating deep into all the wood’s pores. Additionally:

- The oils penetrate deep into the wood and impregnate it.
- The wax enhances and protects the surface, conserving the wood's natural sheen and highlighting its natural grain, while adding to the wood's intensity and colour.
- The Natur wax/oil finish has anti-static properties and is resistant to household detergents.

PRODUCTS

**Jabón Natural Woca 2,5 L.**  
L180300210 | 100007689 | G-925  
Woca SOAP is a mild soap for occasional wet cleaning for oiled wood flooring. Its specially designed formula ensures that the oil in the wood flooring is not stripped out during cleaning. Coverage approx. 350 m²/l. Use diluted with water as per guidelines on the bottle.

**Clean&Green Active 1L.**  
L180300235 | 100097447 | G-940  
Clean & Green Active is an intensive cleaner that will strip off the surface oil in the wood flooring. Can be used with natural oak finishes only. If used with stained oak this product will remove some of the stain from the surface of the wood flooring. After use the wood flooring must be oiled again. Coverage approx. 150m²/l. Use diluted with water as per guidelines on bottle. For ingrained dirt and stubborn stains use a more concentrated mix.

**Clean&Green Aqua Oil 1L.**  
L180300236 | 100097448 | G-940  
Clean & Green Aqua Oil is a 100% ecological, non-toxic product which contains natural oils that help to maintain the appearance of oiled wood flooring. Use (undiluted) as a maintenance product every 6 months or after intensive cleaning when Clean & Green Active has been used. Coverge 50-60m²/l. Apply only in the direction of the plank. Dry after 2 hours.

IMMEDIATELY AFTER FITTING

In areas which are prone to high footfall, food/drink spillages and which are accessed from outdoors (eg. entrance hall) we recommend applying Clean & Green Aqua Oil after fitting. This is an easy-to-apply product which does not require special machinery or professional assistance.

Clean using Woca Soap (Jabón Natural Woca) and when the floor is dry apply Clean & Green Aqua Oil:

**Jabón Natural Woca 2,5 L.**  
L180300210 | 100007689 | G-925

**Clean&Green Aqua Oil 1L.**  
L180300236 | 100097448 | G-940

NORMAL CLEANING

Dry cleaning using a dry cloth, mop, broom or vacuum cleaner is recommended. If wet cleaning is required use a damp cloth or mop and clean using Woca Soap (Jabón Natural Woca):

**Jabón Natural Woca 2,5 L.**  
L180300210 | 100007689 | G-925
Using a specialist product designed for oiled wood flooring means that the oil, which is essential for protection against staining, is not removed from the wood through the use of generic detergents/cleaning products. Regular use of a specialist product will help to maintain your wood flooring and protect it against staining.

**INTENSIVE CLEANING**

FOR NATURAL OAK FINISHES ONLY clean the floor using Clean & Green Active. This is an intensive cleaning product which will strip back the oiled surface. So that it is protected against spillages and staining, when the floor is dry apply Clean & Green Aqua Oil:

- **Clean&Green Active 1L.**
  L180300235 | 100097447 | G-940

- **Clean&Green Aqua Oil 1L.**
  L180300236 | 100097448 | G-940

See video in Youtube which shows how to use the products:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7YZcFdvu8A

FOR STAINED OAK FINISHES clean the floor using Woca Soap (Jabón Natural Woca) and so that it is protected against spillages and staining, when the floor is dry apply Clean & Green Aqua Oil:

- **Jabón Natural Woca 2,5 L.**
  L180300210 | 100007689 | G-925

- **Clean&Green Aqua Oil 1L.**
  L180300236 | 100097448 | G-940

**MAINTENANCE**

To maintain the appearance of the wood flooring and ensure that it is as well protected as possible we recommend that every 6 months Clean & Green Aqua Oil is used. Clean first using Woca Soap (Jabón Natural Woca):

- **Jabón Natural Woca 2,5 L.**
  L180300210 | 100007689 | G-925

- **Clean&Green Aqua Oil 1L.**
  L180300236 | 100097448 | G-940